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JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT.
JUSTICE, SUPREME COUB] .
JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT.
JUSTICE,  SUPREME COURT.
JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT,

sc.227t2001

BETWEEN:

RABIU HAMZA

AND

PHTER KURE

APPELLANT

RESPONDENT

JUDGMENT
lDelivered bv lbrahim Tanko Muhammad, JSC.I

The plaintiff took out a specially indorsed writ of summons

from the Kaduna State High Court of Justice, holden at Kaduna [trial

courtl.The defendant, who was served with the Writ of Summons,

was a commissioner in the Kaduna State Government" The plaintiff

alleged that on or about the 20th day of March, 1995, about 6.00pm;

he was riding his motorcycle along the Constitution Road [dual lane]

heading to Kabala Costain from Ahmadu Bello Stadium. When he got

*-- to-a--u-tur-n; *very-*close to Abubakar Kigo - road; -the -defendant



supposedly trying to make a u-turn, negligenily drove, managed and

controlled his Peugeot 505 and caused or permitted his said vehicle

to cofl ide violently and hit down the plaintiff who claimed to be riding

along his lane of the said road, thereby causing substantial and grave

injuries to the plaintiff. Plaintiff particularized the alleged negligence

as follows:

[a] the defendant failed to give the said on - coming motor-cyclist
[that is plaintiff] sufficient time to safely pass before making or
attempting to make a Uturn;

lbl the defendant failed to see or take special care at the said U-
turn before turning;

[c] the defendant failed to keep any proper look out or to have any
sufficient regard for traffic that was or might reasonably be
expected to be on the said road;

tdl the defendant failed to stop, to appry or properly apply his
brakes, to slow down or in any other way to manage or control
the said car as to avoid the coll ision;

[e] failing to drive at a reasonable speed while making a u-turn at
the Uturn spot"

The plaintiff averred further that by reason of the violent collision, the

pfaintiff's left leg was seriously crushed with foss of bone from

tibia/fibula. The plaintiff was as a result, rendered unconscious and

was taken to a private orthopaedic clinic in Kaduna where he was

edn!!gq, _ rhe plqintiff_glatrugd ll!4t h!_s_ _p11uqhed lett les _was



amputated at the said clinic and he remained under admission therein

for thirty two [32] days before he was discharged. He was further

required to and did attend the clinic for a period of twenty four [24]

days for further medication after discharge. Plaintiff claimed that he

was required on admission at the clinic to be under special diet to

facilitate healing of the wounds. He claimed to have spent a total sum

of N16,000.00. He also claimed to have lost a purse on the accident

day containing the sum of N4,500.00. Plaintiff claimed further that the

motor cycle he was riding on that fateful day used to fetch him

N200.00 daily. lt was badly smashed and damaged and plaintiff had

to expend money to repair it. The damaged machine became

roadworthy and he collected it from the Police for use on the 20th of

November, 1995. In paragraph 15 of his statement of claim, the

plaintiff made the following claim for special damages:

"15 The ptaintiff avers that the collision
has incapacitated him and have [sic]
incidentally caused him specific
/osses/expenses in numerous and
vanous ways;

PARTICULARS FOR SPECIAL DAMAGES:

[a] Cosf of walking crawls N650.00

tbl Cosf of transportation at N200"00 daily from
the plaintiff's residence to the clinic for 21



4,800.00

16,000.00

4,500.a0

Ic]

tfl

Total cosf of the prescribed/special
feeding for thirty-two days on admission

Cash lost on the collision on the Z0/3/gEtdl

Ie] Cosf of panel beating, spraying and replacing
of damaged parts 7,200.00

Money /oss for not utilizing the motor-cycle
for a period of sx months at N200.00 per
day . 36,800.00

TOTAL

Plaintiff further averred as follows:

69,950.00"

"16 til The plaintiff avers that he has surfe red deprivation in that:

[a] he has lost forever his /egs, thus making life more difficult
to him to fend, carter, or and provide materiat and social
needs for the members of his family.

tbl he is .suffering an untord hardship and ever lasting
prejudice having his life prospect rendered hopetess iy
reason of the defendant's negligent driving.

[c] it is a permanent deformity and depravity that affects
generally his capacity in life, busrness and social
necessrlr'es.

fiil consequently, the plaintiff ctaims the sum of N90i.,0s0.00
general damages for pains and sufferings, /oss of
expectation of life caring and especially as rn [I6J [i] a,b
and c above."



Plaintiff f inally claimed the $um of one Mill ion naira

[N1,000,000"00] as speciar and general damages for negligence.

ln his statement of defence the defendant denied liability. He

averred, among others, that the collusion was caused by the speed

and failure of the plaintiff to stop as other traffic on his lane had

stopped at the material time and that the injuries, loss and damage

suffered by the plaintiff [if any, which was denied] were caused or

alternatively, contributed by the negligence of the plaintiff. The

defendant gave particufars of the contributory negrigence in

paragraph 3 of his statement of defence, On all other averments, the

defendant put the plaintiff to the strictest proof thereof. He asserted

that it was at his insistence and expense that the plaintiff and his

passenger were taken to and admitted for treatment at the said

odhopaedic clinic in Kaduna which cost him the sum of N6s,000.00.

The defendant averred further that after their investigation, the police

arraigned the defendant before a Magistrate court, Kaduna but the

ca$e was struck out for want of diligent prosecution. He urged that

the suit be dismissed.

After full hearing of the case, the learned trial judge entered

judgment for the plaintiff/appellant. On appeal to the Kaduna Division



of the Court of Appeal [couft below],

court's judgment. lt is from there that

court.

that court set aside the trial

the appellant appealed to this

Briefs were settfed by the parties. The learned counsel for the

appellant distilfed the foflowing issues for our determination . Viz:

Whether the court below was
right in holding that the triat court
did not calmly and
drspassro nately evaluate the
evidence before it and in hotding
that the appellant did not prove
his case on preponderance of
evidence" fGround 1 of the Notice
of Appeall.

Whether having hetd that the trial
court's award of damages for
pains and sufferings was proper,
the court below was right when it
held that the appellant's claims
failed and dismissed it. [Ground Z
of the Notice of Appeal"

Learned counsel for the respondent setfled two issues as well"

They are as follows:

"7. lMhether the court below was
right to re-evaluate the evidence
adduced by both pafties before
the trial court in determining the
appeal before it.

"7.

2.



2. Whether after accepting the
award of damages by the triat
court, the court below was right
to have sef asrde the judgment of
the trial court."

Let me observe that the learned counsel for the appellant withdrew

his ground of appeal N0.3. This ground is hereby struck out having

been withdrawn.

f n making his submissions on issue No. 1, the learned counsel

for the appellant stated that it was wrong of the court befow to have

found that the trial couft failed to properly evaluate the evidence put

forward by the respondent. He argued further that the learned trial

judge was quite mindful of his duty in the circumstances he was faced

with, in the course of the trial. He submitted that failure to evafuate

evidence does not necessarily make the findings of a cou1 perverse.

HC Citcd thE CASC Of ATTORNEY GENERAL OF THE FEDERATION

V. ABUBAKAR [2007] 10 NWLR [par1 1041] 1.

ft was argued for the appellant that the issue of on-going road

construction and road division was not in dispute. lt did not require

any evidence. ft was wrong of the court befow to have accused the

appellant of failure to lead evidence on that issue. Learned counsel

submitted again that the respondent was utterly reckless in entering



and using the appellant's lane at the material t ime and did not take

reasonable care to wait, keep proper look out to allow sufficient

opportunity for on-coming vehicles such as the appellant's motor-

cycle from the opposite direction to safery pass before crossing or

turning or attempting to cross or turn to the other side of the rane. He

argued that the evidence of the respondent on that issue consisted of

bundle of material contradictions which cast doubt on thehe case
presented by him. 

t1g65l
NSCC [Vot .4 ]  98 at  pase 113;  [1S99j  12

NWLR lpart 631] at page 3ss D -E, were, among others, cited in
support. The respondent was bramed of non-production and non-

tendering of Pofice and vehicre rnspection officers' IV.r.ol report of
the accident as that wourd be against him. Learned counsef made

further submissions that the court berow was wrong in hofding that

the appellant reckressry and erroneousry insisted on his right of way

which did not exist and that he threw caution to the wind inspite of the

condition he found the road and rode bfindry into the apperfant. He

argued further that assuming that was true, though he did not

concede, that woufd onfy amount to contributory negrigence. Learned

counsel cited the provision of sectio n 17 of the Kaduna State Torls



Law cap 152, Laws of Kaduna state 1gg1; NBN LTD. V. TA$A LTD.

[1996] I NWLR lparl 468] 511,5243. Learned counsel urged us to

resolve issue No.1 in appellant's favour.

Learned counsel for the respondent on issue No" 1, which is on

re-evaluation of evidence by the court below, submitted that the

respondent complained to the court below of the faifure of the trial

court to passionately evaluate the evidence adduced before it. The

court below unanimousry agreed with him and undertook the re-

evaluation' lt therefore, rightly, re-evaluated the vital evidence of the

witnesses. He urged this court to so hold.

lssue No. z is on the award of damages for the pains and

sufferings sustained by the appelfant. Learned counsel for the

appellant submitted that the trial court concerned itself with the item

of pain and suffering by the appellant but failed to advert its mind to

loss of life expectation as pfeaded by the appellant. He argued further

that the award of N200,000.00 to the appeflant for pain and suffering

as held by the courl below was not complained against by the

respondent as being too low or excessive and that award would not

be set aside. He argued that there had been no appeal against that

findings and the finding and decision of the court below on the issue

I



in binding and subsisting. He cited severar cases in support: KoyA

. t1sg7l 1 NWLR lpart 481]zs1

at 266 D; 
I leasl  z MWLR

[pad 5] 17; poorJ l s
NVyLR lpart 1058] 576' Learned counsel submitted that it was wrong

of the court befow, in view of its hording in respect of the issue of
damages to somersaurt by ailowing the appeaf in toto and set aside
the decision of the trial court including award of damages which it
refused to set aside' Learned counsel urged us to resolve this issue
in favour of the appef rant and to finaty ailow the appear.

on the respondent's part, it was submitted that the award of
damages to the appellant was dismissed by the court below because
he was not entitled to it and the whole case was dismissed for want of
evidence after the re-evaruation of evidence by the court berow.
Learned counsel for the respondent submitted that it is wrong for the
appelfant to say that the court berow was wrong to have set aside the
decision of the triar courl together with the award of damages. rf the
appellant is not entit led to judgment of the trial coufi, he is not enti i led

to award of damages. Learned counser argued further that the

decision of the courl berow wiil not operate as an estopper as the

1 0



matter had not been finally determined when the courl below upheld
the award of damages by the triar cour1. He cited the case of
oYERocBA v. oLAopA Ilgg8j 1s NWLR lpart sB3J sOe at page

519' He urged this coutl to resolve this issue in favour of the
respondent' He finally urged us to dismiss the appeal with substantial

costs for facking in merit.

This appeal is purely brought within the purview of the general

law of negligence with particular reference to the principfe of duty of
care.

As far back as 19s6, Lord Arderson 8., defined negrigence to
be the omission to do something which a reasonabre man, guided

upon those considerations which ordinarily regulate the conduct of
human affairs, wourd do, or doing something which a prudent and
reasonable man wouf d not do. See:

.  [1856] 11 Exch. TB1 at 7B4. t t  may
consist in omitting to do something which ought to be done or in
doing something which ought to be done either in a different manner

or not at all '  Where any of the situations happens, then liabil i ty wil l

accrue against the defendant, Before the accrual of liability, however,

the basic requirement of the raw is that the defendant must owe a

1 1



duty of care to the plaintiff. where there is no such

exercise, negligence will have no legs to stand

premised thereon wil l fail.

notional duty to

and any claim

The scenario of what happened during the accident as

summarized by the trial court is as foflows:

on the 20th day of March, Iggs, at about r.pm, the ptaintiff rode his
motor-cycle. He was in company of one $herrif sha'adu, The plaintiff
rode the motor-cycle and he was heading to Kabala from the Ahmadu
Bella Stadium end of the Constitution road. The defendant at that
material time, was driving his Peugeot 505. The defendant drove from
the Kabala end of the Constitution road. Thus, both the plaintiff and
the defendant were driving from opposite directions of the road. An
accident then occurred on that date involving the plaintiff's motor-
cycle and the vehicle of the defendanf. As a result of that accident,
the left leg of the plaintiff was seriously crushed. He was rushed to a
medical centre. His left leg was amputated and he was on admission
for thirty two [3ZJ days.

The defendant was responsible for settling the medical bills. He

paid the sum of N55,000.00. ft is on record that the accident occurred

on the plaintiff's lane of the road. ft is on record that the two parties

parted ways as to how the accident happened and who was

responsibfe for the accident. The plaintiff by the pleadings and as per

his evidence showed that the accident occurred when the defendant

12



was making a U-turn. That the defendant was negligent in that he
entered the plaintiff's lane without waiting for the plaintiff to pass and

that the defendant did not trafficate

The defendant, on the other hand, shifted the brame on the

plaintiff. His evidence was that he was not making a u{urn. That

there was construction going on and traffic from his lane was diverled

to the left. According to him, it was in compriance with road traffic

direction that he had to be on the praintiff,s rane, He arso stated that

he was heading to River Kaduna end of Abubakar Kigo road. That he

stopped at a ceftain spot. He trafficated. other vehicres from the

opposite direction though on the same lane stopped and gave him

clearance so as to cross. According to him, the plaintiff was on

speed. He did not stop.

After his evaruation of the evidence praced before him by the
pafties, the learned trialjudge made the following findings:

" I have given a serious conslde ration
to the evidence of the pwl and that of
the defendant especially their accounts
on how the accident happened. I have
furlher considered their responses to
the cross-examination by counset. tn
view of the above and the fact that the
accident occurred on the plaintiff's
lane, it is untenable to say th'at it was
the plaintiff that was at fault. ln the

l 3



given circumstance of fhrs case, it is
the defendant that nias negtigent.
There has been a failure to take
"easonable care."

The learned trial judge proceeded to hold that:

" On the strength of the evidence
before me, the plaintiff has praved
negligence. The law does not provide
for a pafticular way of providing special
damages. All that is required is for the
claimant to offer credible evidence.

The plaintiff has established the
claim sef ouf in paragraph 1E tbl tdl of
fhe sfafement of claim. They are the
transportation cost of N200.00 for 21
days. There rs a/so the claim of N4,500
which gof mrssing as a result of the
accident. He did not lead evidence on
cosf of walking crawls i.e. paragraph
15 [aJ of the statement of claim. He
a/so admitted that it was his friends
and relations that incurred the feeding
cosf for the 32 days. i.e. Nl8,000.00.
His evidence a/so showed that he
spent N3,230.00 to repair his motor-
cycle. The plaintiff was not able to give
the runmng cosf of the motor^cycle. He
only gave the daily earnings. lt is on
record that the motor-cycle stayed at
the police station for a period of 4
months. The plaintiff stayed at the
Sovane/ Clinic for 32 days. He has a
duty to mitigate his /oss. The claim for
/oss pt earnings has not been
established.

By way of summary the following
claims for special damages have been
proved.

1 A
r - t



N200 daily for a period of p4 days for
transpartation - N4,800.00k.

The cash of N4,500.00 which got
missing as a resu tt of the accident.

[c] 99"{ _of repairs of the mator_cycle _
N3,230.00"

The total amount sfood at Nl2,5i0.00

The plaintiff ted the evidence as fo
the crushing of his Ieft /eg as a result of
the accident. He also testified that the
Ieft leg was amputated. The pW J a/so
testified to that effect. See a/so Exhibit
1. There /s no dispute as fo the injury
resulting from the accidentt. tt rs seff/ed
law that in personal injury, pain
discomfort and permanent scarring,
even though these are not quantified in
monetaty terms, the plaintiff is entiiled :
to reasonable general damages.,r

The learned trial judge then entered judgment for the plaintiff in the

following terms:

* ln the finat analysis the special
damages awarded stood at
N12,530,00 and the general damages
sfood at N200,000.00. The totat
judgment sum is NZIZ,SS0.00 in favour
of the plaintiff."

The courl below, however, in its judgment made the following

findings:

Ia]

tbl

1 5



"The findings to the effect that
appellant failed fo fake reasonable care
or was negligent is peruerse. The
appellant pleaded relevant facfs and
adduced evidence in support of the
relevant facfs pleaded nevertheless fhe
learned trial judge failed fo consrder the
evidence he produced in supporl of the
relevant facfs. The testimony of the
appellant to the effect that the
circumstance or condition of the road,
at the material time, compelled him to
drive on the responde nt's lane, though
traveling in opposite direction. /s
relevant and ought to have been
considered. The implication of that
piece of evidence /s that the left lane,
ordinarily meant for vehicles traveling
from Ahmadu Bello stadium, cease fo
be exclusive to the traffic from the
stadium. lt becomes open to the
commuters from Kabala end of the
road as well. ln the light of the
evjdence, which was not evaluated by
the learned trial judge, it behoves both
parties to exercise restraint in the
control and management of their
vehicle. The appellant led evidence of
the precaution he took to avoid
accident. But nowhere in the
respondent's evidence did he show
that he was cautious. lndeed neither in
his pleadings nor in the evidence he
adduced did he advert to the
contruction [sic] work going on on the
road. He was completely oblivion to the
road construction. It is clear from the
respondent's case that he recklessly
and erroneously insisted on his right of
way which did not exist."

1 6



I think the law has placed a mutual duty of care on persons driving on

the highway, moving in relation to one another as to involve risk of

collision, to move with due care. And this is true whether they are

both in control of vehicles [including motor-cyclesJ or both proceeding

on foot, or whether one is on foot and the other controll ing a moving

vehicle see: NAN0E v. BRlrtsH coLUMBtA ELEcrRtc

coMPANY LTD" [1951]AC 601 at page 811, In the adject ival  system

of law in operation in this country, it is always, more often that not, the

pfaintiff that is required by the law to plead and support what he has

pleaded by credible and convincing evidence, and that such evidence

should preponderate in civil matters before his claims can be

acceded to by the courts. Where he fails to discharge such onus,

then his claim must fail f latly. ln the case of KALLA V. JARMAKANI

1961 All NLR 247 , the tort of negligence had been considered to be a

matter of fact and not of law. lt must thus, be pleaded and proved on

preponderance of evidence. $ee also: llTA V- ARMANI [1994] 3

NWLR lpafi 332] 296, 311. The burden of proof in negligence is on

the plaintiff and the onus, is as in all other civil matters which is not

static, does not shift on to the defendant until the plaintitf proves

defendant's negligence. What the plaintiff must prove in this case are:

t 7



lil that the defendant owes him a duty of care,

[i i ] that there is a breach of that duty and

[ii i ] an injury to the plaintiff has occurred between which and the
breach of duty a casual connection must be estabrished.

The courl below found that the appelfant failed woefully to show that

the respondent drove his car in a negligent or dangerous manner.

The evidence adduced at the trial court by the appellant according to

the court below.

" Put at the highest merely showed that
there was a collision on the road fell
short of showing that the appellant was
negligent. The evidence tend[s] to
show that the respondent, a
commercial motor-cyclist, threw
caution to the wind in spite of the
condition he found the road and rode
blindly into the appellant."

The court below, from the record, arrived at its above conclusion as a

result of the re-evaluation of the evidence placed before the trial

coutt. lt is this re-evaluation of the evidence by the court below that

the appellant is challenging. The appellant submitted that it was

wrong for the coutl below to re-evaluate the evidence in which the

learned trial judge had already discharged his duties" The respondent

submitted othenrvise, adding that where the trial court failed to

1 8



properly a$sess the credibility of the witnesses, the appellate courl

has the power to do so based on the printed record.

Well, I have myself, carefully gone through the proceedings of

both the trial court and the courl below. lt is my finding that the

appellant, of all the 3 witnesses that testif ied for him, was the only

eye witness. Much of this testimony, as found by the courl below, was

in direct confl ict with his pleadings. More so, his pleadings fell short of

material facts which are necessary in a successful prosecution of a

case which is based on negligence.

As shown by the couft below, the evaluation of evidence

conducted by the learned trial judge, appears to be one sided. That

was why the coutt below resorted to its power of re-evaluation of the

evidence properly placed before the trial court and as contained in

the record of appeal. Our law is replete with decided authorities that

where the findings of fact made by a trial judge are not supported by

credible evidence, or there is improper evaluation of evidence, the

appeal court is in as much good position to deal with the facts and

findings as the trial court. See: NNEJI V, CHUKWU [1996] 10 NWLR

lparr 47Bl265 at 274 F^ G; DAN MAINAGGE V. GWAMNA 1200417

SCNJ 361;  OKINO V.  OBANEBIRA & oRS.  [1999]  12 SCNJ;27

1 9



BUHART V. TNDEPENDENT ELECTORAL COMMTSSTON [2008] 12

SCNJ; 1 GARUBA V. YAHAYA [2007] 1 SCNJ 352. Thus, what the

court below did, in my view, is right and in consonance with our laws

of adjudication. lssue one is resolved against the appellant.

lssue two is on the award of general damages to the appellant

made by the trial court but set aside by the court below. I think the

general principle of the law of liability, especially in torts of negligence

is that award of damages entirely depends on whether a pafty has

established his case or not. The court below held, with which I agree,

that the plaintiff/appellant had woefully failed to establish the case of

negligence against the defendant/respondent. Thus, by this principle,

the court below in my view, was right in setting aside the award of

damages made by the trial court. This of course was after the re-

evaluation of the evidence, that the courl below came to the

conclusion that the trial court was wrong to have entered judgment for

the appellant as appellant's claims were not established against the

respondent.

Fudher, our attention has been drawn by the appellant's

counsel to the pronouncement of the courl below that the award of

N200,000.00 as damages should not have been set aside by that

20



coufi' He stated that the court below, however, somersaulted at the

end when it allowed the appeal in toto and not in part. He submitted

that it was wrong for the court below to allow the appeal in totality and

set aside the decision of the trial court including the award of

damages which it refused to set aside. I think there is need to draw

the attention of learned counsel for the appellant that the court below

was sitting as an appellate cour1. lt has a re$ponsibility to respond to

all issues pfaced before it for consideration. The affirmation of the

award of damages by the trial court does not mean that the court

below agreed with the trial court that the appellant had proved his

case on the balance of probabirity. The affirmation has no regal

conseq uence wh atsoever.

It is to be noted again, that the court below, in the exercise of

powers conferred upon it by section 16 of the courl of Appeal Act of

1976 and order 3 Rufe zi of the court of Appear Rures, 1gg1, sharl

have full jurisdiction and controf over the whole proceedings as if the

proceedings were or had been initially constituted before it as a court

of first instance and may re-hear the case wholly or in part as the

case may be, and could give any judgment or orders as the justice of

the case may require which the trial judge had power to make,

2 I



whether or not there is an appeal by any of the pafiies in respect

thereof. see: ENMRT v. tMtEyEH Ilgggl 4 NWLR lpart sgg] 442 at

page 466 - 467: FALoMo v. BANTGBE t19g8l 7 NWLR lparr sbe]

679 at page 701, ltfollows therefore, thatthe simple reasoning in the

setting aside of the award of damages granted by the trial court is

that the court below is saying that if the trial courl had a proper

evaluation of the evidence laid before it, it could not have made that

award. But since it had done so, and as it had no power to sit on

appeal over its own decision, the court befow had to assume

jurisdiction, properly conferred upon it by $ection 16 of its Act and

order 3 Rule 23 of its Rules, to do what the trial coufi ought to do but

failed to do. There is, therefore, nothing wrong in what the court

below did. This issue is determined in favour of the respondent.

In the final result, I find the appeal before this courl to be

unmeritorious. I accordingly, dismiss the appeal and affirm the

judgment of the coutt befow. I order each parly to bear his own costs

in this appeaf.

I B RAH I M TAN RQ M U HAM AIAD,
JUSTICE, SUPREME CQURT.
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Appearances:

S. T. Ologunorisa Esq. for the appellant.

Samuel Zibiri Esq., with him: Paul Golu Esq. for the respondent.
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judgment of my learned brother MUHAMMAD, ISC just

delivered.



2

I agree with his reasoning and conclusion that the

appeal lacks merit and should be dismissed, I therefore

order accordingly.

I abide by the consequential orders made in the said

lead judgment including the order as to costs.

Appeal dismissed.

WALTER SAMUEL OGHEN,
TJUSTICE, SUPREME C

S.T Ologunori$frN for the appellant

Samuel Zibiri Esq for the respondent with him is Pqul Golu Esq
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I have read before now the judgment oi my Lord Muhammad,
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therein which I adopt as mine, I too find this appeal unmeritorious and
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I accordingly dismiss it. I abide by the order for costs proposed in the

judgment.

f l*7,

Hk-*-*1LA-E)
DAHIRU MUSDAPHER

JUSTICE, SUPREME COURT

S. T. Ologunorisa Esq., for the Appellant.

samuel zibiri Erq., with him paul Golu Erq., for the Respondent.



IN  THE SUPREME COURT OF NIGERIA

HOLDEN AT ABUJA

ON FRIDAY THE 26TH DAY OF MARCH, 2O1O

BEFORE THEIR LORDSHIPS

DAHIRU MUSDAPHER {! q rJ r_E-,q u P_EE}IE rplBI
WALTER SAMUEL NKANU ONNOGHEN JUSTICE.  SUPREME COURT

FRANCIS FEDODE TABAI JUSTICE,  SUPREME COURT

JUSTICE,  $UPREME COURTIBRAHIM TANKO MUHAMMAD

OLU FU N LOLA OYELOLA ADEKEYE JUSTICE,  SUPREME COURT

sc.22712001

BETWEHN:

RABIU HAMZA APPELLANT

AND

PETER KURE RESPONDENT

JUDGMENT
(Delivered by O. O. Aflekeye, JSC)

I had the advantage of reading in draft the judgment just

del ivered by my learned brother l .  T.  Muhammad, JSC. My lord

had taken all  pains to consider the issues formulated for

determination by this court in this appeal.
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I agree wi th h is reasoning and overal l  conclusion.  on the issues.

I agree with him that the rower court was right and had properly re_

evaluated the evidence of the parties before the tr iar cour1.

Ordinari ly an appellate courl wil l  not interTere with a f indinq of fact

by a tr ial court where such f inding is supported by the pleadings

and evidence adduced berore the court. where a tr iar court

unquest ionably evaluates the evidence,  and dispassionately

appraises the facts, i t  is not the business of an appeilate court to

substitute its own view for those of the tr ial court. l t  wil l  onlv

interfere in, exceptionar circumstance where such f indino is

perverse, not supported by evidence or had occasioneo a

miscarriage of justice.

Woluchem v.  Gudi  (1981) S SC 291

Maya v" Stocco (1968) 1 AUNLR pg. 141
Akinloye v. Eyiyola (196S) NMLR 92

Onasanya v. Nwoko (1 gT4) 6 SC 69

Lawal v. Dawodu (1gTZ) 1 AUNLR pt. 2 pg. ZT0
Mogaji v. Odofin (1928) 4 SC 91
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A f inding of  court  wi l l  be perverse where -

a)  l t  is  speculat ive andnot based on any evidence or

b) The court took into account matters

have taken into account or

which i t  ought not  to

c) The court shut i ts eyes to the obvious

Atolagbe v. Shorun (198S) f rrfWin pt. 2 pg. 360
Adeosun v"  J ibesin (2001) 1B NWLR pt .  TZ4 pg.  290.

The courl of appear was right when it revisited the evidence

of the tr ial coutl part icularly where it  had overlooked the unusual

condit ion of ' the road at the t ime of t lre accident. The learned tr ial

judge fai led to adverl his mind to the fact that the road was under

construction' All  the trafi ic on the road were diverted to one lane

which was the lane of the appellant. The accident was therefore

bound to occur on the appel lant 's  lane.  In apprais ing the evidence

of the tr ial court, the appellate courl saw that i t  definitelv shut i ts

eyes to the obvious in using such evidence against  the

respcndent.
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Equal ly  where the decis ion of  a cour l  is  substant ia l ly  based on t l re

exercise of discretion an appellate court wil l  not interJere with the

decis ion unless t l re court  fa i led to exerc ise i ts  d iscret ion judic iously

or judic ia l ly ,  but  exerc ised same fr ivolously or  arbi t rar i ly .

Acme Builders Ltd. v. KSWB (1999) Z NWLR pt. 590

pg. 288

Chigbu v.  Tonimas (Nig.)  Ltd.  (1ggg) g NWLR pt .  S9B

pg .  1  15

University of Lagos v. Olaniyan (1gBS) 1 NWLR pt. 1

pg"  156

In view of the fact that discretion is alwavs unfettered an

appellate courl cannot take steps to fetter such discretion except

for the foregoing reasons. lssue of award of damages in any given

case is a matter based on the discretion of the tr iar cour1.

The award of damages by the tr ial court is no longer a l ive-issue

once the judgment of the tr ial court was set - aside"



with ful ler reason$ given in the reading judgment,  I  agree

that the appeal lacks meri t  and I  hereby dismiss i t"  I  adopt the

consequent ial  orders as mine.

o o##Hff.,ro
Just ice,  Supreme Court

S. T. Ologunorisa Esq for the Appel/ant

Mr. samuel Lrbrin with hint paur Goh appears for the Respondent


